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Diversions

Entertainment

Sports

Everything came out
at the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin.

Campus Mariachi's
head to Canada.

First Sun Belt
Conference win in
history for athletics. p.8

p. 7

44th Year, No. 9

p.4

The University of Texas- Pan American

SGA takes
care of
business

(News ShortsJ Mock attack
For Your
Information
Today-The Health and Kinesiology Club will have a meeting at noon in the HPE II, Room
142.
• The AKPsi Professional Program will meet at noon in the
Business Building, Room 120G.
Guest speaker Esmeralda Guerra
will discuss sexual harassment in
the workplace.

Student union task force formed
Jessy Coder
Staff Reporter

• The Society for Human Resource Management will have a
fajita taco sale in front of the
Business Building from 11 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m.
• A French Film Series, sponsored by the department of modern languages wil l be shown in
CAS 35 1, at 7 p.m. Everyone is
';Yelcome and the films are shown
free of charge.
Nov. 13 L' accompagnatrice
Nov. 27 Cyrano de Bergerac
• SGA and other campu organ i za ti on s are sponso ring
"Adopt An Angel". If you need
assi tance with purchasing gift
for Christmas this year, apply to
UC 3 15 or 205 by 4 p.m., Nov.
10.

State
The Pan American/David Waltz

The investigation of an alleged
bribe-and-kickback scheme by
school district officials has been
expanded by E l Paso authorities.
An unidentified El Paso chool
district maintenance worker ha
implicated several employees
a nd the owner of Industrial Sales
Co., according to the El Paso
Herald-Post.
This gave police new leads into
the six-month-old investigation
of an alleged plot to steal hundreds of thousands of dollars
from the school district.

Nation
Judge Lance Ito denied OJ.
Simpson's request for the retrieval of his belongings that
police seized in the doublemurder investigation. The requested items include a fake
beard, a handgun, a cellular
phone, a garage door opener, a
$5,000 check, various credit
cards.

~ World
Quebec Primer Jacques
Parizeau plans to resign at the
end of the year. Part of the reason he is stepping down is because of a comment he made in
a post election speech in which
he blamed the loss on nonFrench immigrants. His side
lost the election 49.4 percent to
50.6 percent.

November 2, 1995

Bernie Corpus, freshman pre-law major, teaches Olga Trevino, freshman criminal
justice major, the proper way to defend herself. They are practicing to demonstrate self-defense techniques for their presentational speaking class.

D iscu ions concerning the Student Union Ta. k Force, a
new proposal, a Round Table report, new . enators, and the
acceptance of volunteer for the President· Council were
the highlight of the SGA meeting held on October 19.
The Vice President of Student Affairs, Judy Vm ·on, has
set up the Student Union Task Force, which includes
students, faculty and administrator from her staff and
elsewhere. Some have been appointed by SGA President
Joseph Leonard.
According to Elvie Davis, dean of students, the Student
Union Referendum will not be brought up until the spring.
She did, however, peak about the Student Umon in
support of the Union Fee. According to Davis, potential
Student Union income can bee ti mated, but what had not
been considered was what size Student Union building can
be paid for by that money after factoring for inflation.
Davi was asked to come up with a union budget proposal.
Vinson and Davi do not want to a ume the amount of
money students are willing to_ pend for these buildings.
They also want to avoid a rush to get the referendum done
in November.
Senator George Anthony Guajardo requested that Vinson
propose a meeting for Student Union updates.
Round Table report: Among those things reported by
J eana Nelson are:
• Alcohol Awareness workshop-Sen. Hector DeLeon will
soon be distributing an information packet to all senators.
• Subcommittee being developed out of Personnel
Committee
• Difference between legislations and proposal
Senator Guajardo pre ented Proposal 101995-2, which is
to keep SGA informed ofthe official copy of minute taken
at each of their respective meetings.
See SGA, p. 2

El Dia de los Muertos centuries old and thriving
Thelma Meza
Staff Reporter
and

Ray Quirga
Staff Reporter

Celebrations in honor and in fear of the
dead have been celebrated in virtually
every culture. The Mexican and Chicano
cultures are no different.
The celebration of La Dia de Los
Muertos can be found throughout the
United States and Mexico. A popular misconception i that Dia de los Muertos is
a Mexican form of Halloween. But in actuality, the roots of Dia de Los Muertos

have been traced a far back a pre- days in Mexico, dedicated to honoring
Columbian Mexico. The popular -"-:'~""'<-=____ those who have died, with All
indigenous dances and cerSaints' Day honoring only the
emonies honoring the dead
children. El Dia de los
done by the Mexica are
Santos is Nov. 1 and El Dia
popular throughout the inde los Muertos follows on
digenous cultures of this
Nov. 2.
continent. With the coloniPeople visit cemeteries
zation of Spain and the modand clean the grave sites
emization of Mexico, the eelof their loved ones, decoebration ha taken on new tradi~n...\-1-.-\'U
rating the graves with flow~
tions as well as incorporating the
ers and wreaths.
old.
" I don't really do anything
El Dia de Los Muertos (The Day of the
now," nursing major Norma
Dead) an·d El Dia de los Santos (All Torres said. "When I was younger, my
Saints' Day), are highly celebrated holi- family would send flowers to the graves

ISA postpones International
Night due to insufficient funds
Thelma Meza
Staff Reporter

Due to lack of funds, International Night
'95 has been postponed until Sunday,
December 3. It is going to be held at 6
p.m. in the Media Theater.
"It takes a lot of money to put this event
on and our budget is very low," Rina
Roberts, head re ident of the women's
resident hall, said.
The International Student Association
will be holding fundraisers such as bake,
pizza, and T-shirt sales to help raise money
for the event. Donations are also welcome.
ISA is trying to incorporate a bigger
sense of multiculturism among the students. There will be a lot more countries

represented at the later date than first
planned.
"In the meantime, we are working
harder and looking forward to repre enting more countries," said Roberts.
Some of the countries include: Chile,
Phillipine , Spain, Korea, China, India,
Argentina, Turkey, Bolivia, Peru, Venezuela, Malaysia, and Belgium.
The variety of exhibits will provide food
and other a pects from the different cultures. Students will be modeling different ethnic clothing and performing traditional dances.
Students can purcha e tickets early for
$3 and faculty for $4. The price at the
door is $5. Students are encouraged to
attend.

and clean them."
They bring lunches and paint the crosses
and head tones with fresh coats of paint.
The graves are craped, re-mounded and
weeded. Afterwards, the families sometimes picnic at the grave site. Outside the
gates of the cemeteries, taco vendor and
seller of ugar cane and soft drinks vend
their wares.
People visit neighborhood churche to
light candles in memory of the departed.
"We celebrate Dia de los Muertos by
going to church and remembering our deceased relatives ," Charlie Cavazos, business management major, aid.
See Muertos, p. 2

Food wanted.• offered
Free desert and discounts
for cans
The Food Bank of the Rio Grande
Valley, Inc. (FBRGV) depends on support of the community to supply food
handed out to the needy people of
Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, Jim Hogg,
Willacy and Zapata counties during
emergencies. From today through Nov.
17, the Society for Human Resource
Management (SHRM) has taken up the
Food Bank's need for replenishment.
"We thought we could help o_ur community, and with the holidays coming
up it was the perfect opportunity," John
Riojas, Jr., Vice President of SHRM
said.
According to Riojas, the student organization will set up canned food collection points from Nov. 2 - 17. Stu-

dents who would like to donate food
may bring cans ofnon-perishable food
to the 1st floor of the Library, the 1st
floor of the Business Building, or the
2nd floor of the University Center.
Students will also receive a discount
of 25 cents off a combo fajita plate and
a free dessert by bringing a can of food
to the SHRM's Fajita Taco fundraiser
every Thursday until Nov. 16. Those
not bringing a can of food can still get
a combo plate for $1.75, without a dessert.
Students can pick up thier combo
plate, consisting of a fajita taco, cup of
charro beans and a 12oz. Coca-Cola
Classic at the Business Building from
See Food, p. 2
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The Food Committee Report
was given by Hector De Leon,
who confirmed that Gardener
Merchant is working with SGA on
the Food Committee. There is
currently a survey going on concerning the services tudents want
and need.
SGA President Joseph Leonard
is taking volunteers for appointment to the President's Council.
Only Senators from each school
in the Student Government Association can join.
The Fiscal Operations Committee would like to give $40 per
month to give to all the chairs of
the standing committees (fiscal,
personnel, etc.). The money would
be taken out of discount cards and
checks. This proposal i currently
pending.
Eric Daniel Schumert was motioned and voted into the Senate
of College of Arts and Sciences.
Louie Carrizales was given the
oath of office as Business Senator. Carl Ncl on was appointed to
the University Publication Committee by Joseph Leonard. Aileen
Mata was removed from the Senate due to excessive absences.

Ceremonies for the two days are
the same except the offerings for
the adults include a special kind
of bread called pan de muerto,
which is sweet bread covered with
a skull and crosses.
For the dead children, the parents offer candles and a special
dish of food. They often pop firecrackers outside their homes to
attract the child's attention. They
believe the child will be able to
find the house easier.
Bakery shops sell pan de
muerto in various forms, such as
human beings or animals. Candy
shops sell candy decorated with
skulls. For the children, the candy
consists of white masks and skeletons. A toy in the form of a coffin from which a skeleton jumps
out when a string is pulled is also
popular.
In almost every theater, the play,
"Don Juan Tenerio," is performed. The drama, written by
Jose Zorilla, is about a young man
known for his numerous love affairs and successful duels. He
falls in love with a woman named
Dona Ines. The father, who does
not want his daughter to marry
Don Juan, sends his daughter to a

nunnery. The insistent Don Juan
manages to kidnap Ines and they
flee to a castle by the sea. They
are discovered by Dona Ines' father and brother and Don Juan kills
them. Dona Ines dies from grief
for them. Don Juan visits her
tomb, praying for fogiveness from
Dofla Ines and from God. Dona
Ines' spirit prays for his pardon
and they are reunited in heaven.

Food from.p. 1_
l lp.m. -1 :30 p.m.
According to Terri Drefke, executive director of FBRGV, the
Food Bank's reserves have been
depleted due to poor crop harvest, the peso devaluation, and
the cutting of a federal program.
"Due to The Emergency Food
Assistance Program being
defunded, we are expecting a
greater influx of people needing
our assistance," Drefke said.
The Food Bank has served approximately 377,000 people in
1994 and has also di tributed
nearly 4 million pounds of food.
They have al o served 660,000
people at on- ite soup kitchens.
For more information, contact
John Riojas at 380-2176 or the
PBRGV at 682-8101.

Break/ast • Lunch • Dinner
7A.M. -10 PM.
(Sun -Thurs)
7A.M. -Midnight
(Fri &Sat)

10% Discount
with UTPA I.D.

(Dine in or
Carry-out)

EDINBURG

f

383-0521

,

What do you get when you
combine a dorm suite, five
student volunteers, four cameras,
a high-speed T-1 phone line and
the World Wide Web? The
Virtual Dorm, a revolutionary
new use of multimedia on a Web
site that is unlike anything else
on the Internet.
The Virtual Dorm debuted
yesterday with a virtual party on
T@P Online (http://
www .taponline.com) an advertiser-supported Web mega-site
with more than 2,000 pages of
content targeting college tu•
dents, produced by
MarketSource Corporation.
Virtual Dorm, sponsored by
Honda, is the newest of 17
sections on T@P Online.
The Virtual Dorm will
chronicle the lives of five
students at a small New England
college; three men and two
women -Andy, Ben, Garth,
Abby and Lucy.
Their last names and the name
of their college are not being
used to provide them with a
modicum of anonymity something that they will have
precious little of during the
current school year given the
extent to which their dorm suite ·
has been wired.
Four "spy" cameras have

placed in the dorm suite; one in
e~h of tbe two bedrooms, one
in the living room area, and one
in the kitchen/dining area. The
stMel'\ts have-agreed that the
ameras will never be shut down
during the course of the school

year.
The still shots may be viewed
t nttp: www.taponline.com by
a.N~one using a web browser
while video/audio reception
requires c<;>nnection to the T@P
reflector site
(vdorm.toponline.com) and
CuSee'Me shareware software
which is available for downloading in the Virtual Dorm section
ofT@P.
Each of the students have
provid~d detailed profiles and

No fees for our services

ongoing daily journals for all
visitors.
In addition, they will interact
electronically with the Virtual
Dorm participants through
regularly scheduled "live" ch_at
sessions and CuSeeMe real-time
conferences. The students have
also agreed to carry on e-mail
dialogues.
.
.
"Virtual Dorm 1s the first site
to use the Web's real-time
interactive technology to the
fullest," Derek White,
MarketSource vice president and
producer said. "We'r~ providing
virtual interactivity with realtime sound and video with real
people who have real lives. No
one else on the Web has done
that."

WE CAN HEU YOU with your re- CRUISE SlllPS IURING - Travel the
search~, resume, essays, mdmuch world while earning an excellent income
1nore. 1.A.B. Typing Sa-vice, 584- in the Cruise Ship& Land-Tourindustty.
3236 or 994-4294.
'leautlfofAVONproduc1sforChr kt•III! Need eltta money? Call 2622867 or 383-6793.

PaF1Uad-raitldr/Raiae$SOO in5 days.

Seasonal & full-time employment available. No exp necessary. for info. call 12 ~ 8 exL C58632.

Need belp with research papers? Essays?
Qualified tutor. B.S.,M.A. 630-3492.

Greeb, groups, club&, motivated indi- Student Representative. Fast easy
vlduals. Fut,euynofinancialobliga- money. Motivated individual needed to
tioa. (800)862-1982 ExL 33.
head up marketing project on campus.
(800)862-1982 ExL60.

·<Che
tpe ®live

Let us plan your vacation! Ski three
different resorts for the price of one! Ski
..
Breckenridge, Arapahoe and Keystone -Co. .
Customized and pre-packaged tours.
Packages include lodging, roundtrip
airfare, transfers and interchangeable lift
tickets. Call us for any of your vacation
needs at 316-1971 or stop by our office.

Mexican Food

321 W. UNIV ERS IT Y DR.

'

Sid

fDEL TACO

Authentic

Real World life.in a Virtual Dorm

Lite, Lean, Healthy Cuisine
~oups, Salads, Sandwiches, and Lite Healthy Entrees

383-9066

Hours: 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
(Old La Parrilla Restaurant Building)
1328 N. Closner (Bus. 281)
Edinburg

Satdlravel-

911!

11

''YOU'VI

RESTAURANT/ ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

oorro

<JT-PAN -fil1 G~EEI< NIGHT
EVERY THURSD AY

-~~~ ~;· ~-~;~'•!:f4§:~!ii.!?:fflla

HURRY!''

TONIGHT

GREEK OLYMPIC VICTORY PARTY
<I> K E> • d
I t

FOR

Z · A. S. M. E. • P K T

3rd

$1000

2nd

You know where
to call but do you have
the mobile phone to call with?

4th

IN CASJ-1 • PRIZES

Next Thursday
Round 2 Greek Olympic.
All Organizations mv1ted

NO COVE WIT UT·P NfiM I.D.

1

I

I'

• Every Phone in-Stock FREEi *
• NEG &Motorola Pagers FREE!*

• FRU Accessories!
• FfE"The Club" The naliona/ly

SHIMER BOCK fill NIGHT

a eFtised anti-car theft device ..

• No processing.feet
no programming rees
.

fitEE VIDEO GfiHE PlfiY 8P.11. Till 11.P.M.

NIMl@1ll@lmllrMiliWWi!ltfoJJllliillOCmWWD
11

@
Southwestern Bell
Mobile Systems

Authorized Agent

Free SUMO wre tling
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.

CELLULAR PHONES: ONE OF LIFE'S NECESSITIES

®

EDINBURG Echo Hotel Center 380-3000
BROWNSVILLE
305 Boca Chica Tower

544-3000

HARUNGEN
607 W Harrison

WESLACO
6175 Texas

412-jopo

961-3000

McALLEN
1820 N 10th

631-3000

MUZA~ HOURS: Mon - Fri 9:30- 5:30 Sat 10:00- 1:00
·certain terms and conditions apply. This otter expires October 31 , 1995.

RIO GRANDE CITY
1300 W Main

487-8000

ATTEUTIOU
• All Greek Clubs &Stodents Organizations

fi,'6~'/Tv AT ~X

.....~
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~
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i=-r:::;..11
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DOLLAR NITE
$ 1 JJHINKS 8

till 1 1
Second Floor

Fl.-.t Floor

8104 LIVE HoUSE i>ART
TOP 40 • T£CHNO

SOUL• FUNK• R£GGA£

No Cover Till 1 0

GUARANTEED
Just fur Partying And Promotin Your Croup At KLUB X 1 1
•

- Any college club, organization or team can participate.
- Club or group must have 8 members in attendance.
- Members must show proof of membership (t-shirts-pledge cards - etc)
- At least 4 clubs or groups must participate.
- Club or group with most members in attendance gets 25 bonus votes.
·
- Every Thursday club or group with most votes wins $300 in cash
- Weekly winners qualify for the $1000 cash grand prize.***

UTPA &STCC STUDENTS NO COVER ALL NIGHT WITH I.D.
TC> . . ■ C. ... T

B 'PNI TO II 'PNI

AL\VAYS T\VO PARTIES

SUNDAY • NOVEMBER 5th

6
PFEFRR~\ lf!lEa A.
sod1:buitders GYM

•

PRESENT

~

The 6th Annual

~~F~
=- =-~=-~=-~YI ~~=-=-'~~=-~

BODYBUILDING CONTEST

At KLUB X • MEN'S & WOMEN'S DIVISION
GUEST POSER:e-+ MR. OLYMPIA CONTESTANT

•T~

n~mtmt1m
=i:iY/=i!l=i!I~~ lf!lfl,Ewm:MFA
~ ~~~='===i~~

Doors Open At 6:00 PM · $6
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Monday - BFA exhibit by Evy Gillum • Clark Gallery· Fine Arts Building, Rm135

Tuesday - 8 p.m. UTPA Jazz Band Concert. Fine Arts Auditorium

•

"It takes a lot of
dedication
and
pride to be in this
group," he said.
•(\':.
·<(/:
Olivarez said being part of the group
can be stressful at
times.
"We have deadlines by which we
have know a certain
ceived in Canada.
piece of music and
"I was shocked at
sometimes I think
the huge crowds
I'm never going to
that attended,"
make it but I just
Mayra Olivarez,
have to push myjunior violinist.
self,"
she said.
Special lo the Pan American
"They were very The university marachi had the honor of playing for Sandra FuentesLeaming the muresponsive, they Berain, the Mexican Ambassador to Canada. Pictured left to right are sic takes extra time
knew our songs and musicians Jamie Lopez, Jessica Aguilar, Rachel Rodriguez and Jose and effort, Aswere singing along Angel Villarreal. The group will be performing at 8 p.m.tomorrow night cencio said.
and Saturday night in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
with us."
"In order to reMaritsa Ascencio, senior flutist, said she our music," she said.
ally learn it, we also have to practice alone,
While the group has had the opportu- outside of our regular rehearsal time," she
was pleased by the variety of the audinity to travel all across the country and at said.
ences.
"Everyone came out to see us, not just various VIP University functions, the stuMusic is not the only factor they have
dents say being a part of the mariachi is to deal with because personalities clash
Hispanic Canadians," she said.
The group also performed before a glo- not all about fun.
sometimes.
Olivarez said they have to practice
bal audience of sorts when they played at
Olivarez said it is important to always
the home of the Mexican ambassador to about 12 to 15 hours a week plus extra keep a sense of humor in a musical group.
sectional rehearsals.
Canada.
"We are always joking around," she
Homero Gutierrez, sophomore violinist, said, "and we try and not to take things so
Professor Dahlia Guerra, director of the
group, said many foreign dignitaries were said when themariachi went to Canada seriously."
there and they were a bit nervous playing they rehearsed for hours as soon as they
Guerra said while the inevitable congot there and had more rehearsals during flicts do occur, the students are really good
for such an audience.
"It was a bit nerveracking but they loved the trip.
at working things out.

I

Lydia Puente
Arts and Entertainment Editor

The UTPA Mariachi presents an
"Evening of Mexican Folk Music" at 8
p.m. tomorrow night and Saturday night
in the Fine Arts Auditorium. Members of
the university's Folkloric Dance Company
will also perform at the show. Tickets are
$5 and may be purchased at the door. Proceeds will be used as scholarship funds
for the student musicians.
The group has been very busy as of
late. They performed in Ottawa, Canada,
in September for the the Diez y Seis de
Septiembre celebration.
The mariachi's trip to Canada was organized by the Center for International
Studies and by Professor Peter White,
English instructor at UTPA.
The group performed at Carlton University in Ottawa and at the home of the
Mexican ambas ador to Canada.
Some of,the student musicians were
greatly surprised by the response they re-

UTPA
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
Member of the American College Health Association
BUSINESS OFFICE HOURS;
Monday - Friday
8 a.m. To 5 p.m.
Tues. 8 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
•

MEDICAL CARE HOURS:
8:30 - Noon 1- 4 p.m. M-F
Tues. 8:30 a.m.- NOON
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.

STUDIO STYLES

SAVE BIG

*

ON YOUR
FOOD BUDGET

STARS

•

FREE HIV TESTING Mondays

•
•
•
•
•

Pharmacy
Laboratory
Immunizations
Insurance
Confidential Pregnancy Testing

•
•
•
•

PAP Sm ears
Sexually Transmitted Disease Information
Contraceptive Information
Medical Treatment For: colds, flu , sore throats, eai:
ach es, gynecological problems, urinary tract problems, digestive tract problems, minor injuries

Located in Emilia Sclumior Ramirez Hall, Room 103
For more information call
381-2511

) ,

_, _j

No appointment
necessary

1108 -AS. Closner
Edinburg * 381 - 8705

physician assistants and nurses for all currently
enrolled UTPA students.
New FLU VACCINE AVAILABLE NOW

,

His & Hers
Salon

1205 S. Closner • Edinburg • 383-5388
Across from HEB on Bus. 281

FREE patient consultation with physician,

•

"They are like brothers and sisters," she
said, "they are good at helping each other
out."
It was the students' dedication to the
group that helped them accompli~h the
task of recording their first album this past
summer.
Guerra said the recording process took
many long hours and required the students ·
to make many sacrifices.
"They had to dash off to the recording
studio right after school, or juggle work
and recording," she said. Some of the students didn't attend summer school because
they were too busy with the group."
In the end though, the students agree
their labors were worth it.
"It is great to hear the music and know
we have accomplished something we
didn't think we could do," Olivarez said.
"It (the album) is something that lasts
forever," Guerra saia, "all those memories of playing and performing are captured there in our m11sic."
The next project on tap for the group
are the programs which they perform tomorrow night and Saturday.
Guerra said the group will perform are
some of the most difficult pieces they have
done to date.
"Actually the students usually bring in
works they want to try, " she said,"they
have a lot of input in what they perform."
"I have high standards for this group,"
she said. "but the students are always striving higher."

• A/C Repairs • Tune-Ups • Brake Repairs • State Inspection •

JOE'S

$5 off Any Alignment
or Transmission Fluid

TEXACO&U-HAUL

*•

.If~ [ U~AUL j

~_i.-

501 N. Closner
Edinburg, Tx 78539

LARGE BURGER COMBO
Large Hamburger,
Reg. Fries & 20 oz. Drink
with cheese 30¢ extra

EXTRA LONG HOT DOG
COMBO

•

Service with UTPA I.D.

cc·

3

1-800-329-1882

Cl)

:::,

• 383-1882 • 383-4133 • Bpr.: 318-6137 • Fax: 318-1389 •

Regular fries & 20 oz. drink
Cheese 30¢ extra

~

Al

Banana
Split 99¢

1ffo~',
'R'S$'1'jlt1Rjl!t'I'
Mexican "tood

These low price specials show our appreciation for your
business. Thank you for stopping by our store.

Lunch Express • Monday - Friday • 11 a.m . . 3 p.m.
Plate lunch, uipas, mollejas, camitas, came guisada
a daily special • All lunches served with chips
& hot sauce.

Cash only, no bills over $20

$3.50

10% Discount with lJTPA 1.0.
Fresh Homemade Corn & Aower Tortillas.

the price of
a good
sandwich
just got
lower.''

;i'.

1

LaJaiba
O

g,'r

1l11b,11l:J~

,

,;
/ V

;;!IIJ!'fl,
JI 1'1ftlll/lJ,

...
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Fish plate, Shrimp plate or
Combo plate with French fries,
hush puppies &
salad.

$4.50

.\ ... ·.. . , .
;

Seafood Restaurant

..
.. .

with UTPA 1.D.

316-3474
orders to go

AFTER 5 P.M. SPECIAL
6" Sub 99¢ with purchase of chips &
regular drink.

Mon - Sat 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
524 Vf. University Dr.
Edinburg

EtPATO

This o ffer not good on combination with any other offer.
Available only at this location for a limited time only.

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

Good at Edinburg store only!

,. wHmnoua

Not good in combination with any other offer.

i PATOS
TRY 'EM,
YOU'LL LOVE 'EM

380-2625
102 S. 2nd St. • Edinburg
(Across from UTPA)

AVAILABLE AT:

Specializing in handmade tortillas
Mrs. G's homemade recipes
All food made fresh daily on premises

CALL AHEAD
FOR FASTER SERVICE!

OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. SUNDAY 8 A.M.

0

MYTH ADVENTURES

ACROSS FROM UTPA

687-3104

EDINBURG . . . . 383-0725
Check Local Listings!

3000 N. 10th St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

..
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
Young animals
Attracted
Rigging support
City In lsr.
Appeared
lntarHow the tortolsa pro•
greased
20 Ticket
21 Instrument
maker
22 Pester
23 Heb. month
25 Ballots
27 Elect
29 Bullt
30 Western Indian
33 Also-ran
34 Spud
35 Enclosure for
animals
36 Vlssld'37 Essays
38 Cheek
39 Single: pref.
40 Climbs In a way
41 - of the
spheres
42 Wine quallty
43 Age
44 Superior
45 Plant with
fragrant seeds
47 Mova stealthlly
48 KIiiing
50 Disgrace
52 N.Z.blrd
55 School of
philosophy
58 Disturbance
59 WIid
60 Within: comb.
form
61 Countless
62 Business
63 Ger. river
1
5
10
14
15
16
17

"Strange Days"
Starring Ralph Fiennes,
Angela Bassett, Juliette Lewis
and Tom Sizemore.
20th Century Fox

Lenny finds himself drawn into a
web of murder and betrayal. He
looks to his friends, the sly Max
(Tom Sizemore) an d strongminded Mace (Angela Bassett), to
help him survive.
Visually stunnin g, "S trang e
Days" is a wild, exhilarating ride
that is a cut above such cyberthrillers as "Johnny Mnemonic"
and "Hackers." Unlike
these, thi s
film is an intriguing
story and
has characters one can
care about.
While the
plot can be a
bit confusing at times,
overall
" Strange
Days" can
satisfy your
need for action
and
great effects .

In this hyperkinetic feast of
senses, the frenzied City of Angels
is a war zone. It i~ December 1999
and everyone is getting ready for
the biggest
party of
the century, th e
eve of the
Mi 11 e n nium. If
t h a t
wer e n ' t
enough, a
new drugthe wire-is
taking
over. Un der the influence of
the wire,
one can
choose
clips, bits
and pieces
***112 of
real
L y d i a
peopl es'
Puente
lives, and
Courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox
act u a 11. Y Juliette Lewis stars as Faith in the
exper1.

e n c e thriller "Strange Days •"

If you thought Hollywood
wasn't exploiting the serial killer
life enough, "Copycat," the new
thriller from Jon Amie!
(Sommersby) is yet another bleak
look. Helen Hudson (Weaver) is a
well-known criminal psychologist
who, for the past 20 years, has examined the behaviors and patterns
of serial killers. One minor detail
overlooked by Helen is that these
maniacal geniuses have been examining her as well.
Daryl Lee (Connick), a two-bit
moron in need of major cosmetic
attention, launches off the film as
one of these dastardly subjects who
attacks her, sending her into agoraphobia. For the next thirteen
months, Helen is solitarily plugged
into an agoraphobics only survival
kit- the Internet, on which she
seeks online psychology, plays
long-distance chess, flirts on
chatlines, and of course, keeps upto-date on all new psychopath research. Detective M.J. Monahan
(Hunter), with partner Ruben
Goetz (Mu lroney ), seek out
Helen's expertise in solving a series of murders performed by a
killer who copies the style of
former famous madmen such as
the Boston Strangler, Jeffrey
Dahmer, and Ted Bundy. The savagery of "Copycat" will shock the
normal Holly Hunter fan, and yet,
with the stirring sentime nta l
scenes, stun your ordinary lasherfilm devo tee.
Holly
Meisel

With the grim mix: of depressingly bleak movies released this
season, "Get Shorty" provides a
fun alternative to the dark and the
drab. John Travolta stars as Chili
Palmer, a Miami mobste~ turned
movie investor along with Gene
Hackman (Harry Zimm) who plays
a Hollywood producer who thinks
he's found his most decent script
to date, "Mr. Lovejoy." With the
lure of Martin Weir (Danny
Devito), a mega-Hollywood superstar who becomes interested in the
lead part, the value of the script
now jumps to 500 grand. Throw in
Bo (Delroy Lindo), Harry's drugdealing pal who also wants a piece
of "Mr. Lovejoy", and you've got
a twisted-flick. Travolta, who
nearly carries the entire movie,
comforts any nag&ing thoughts that
maybe his comeback-a spitpolish
gangster in "Pulp Fiction," wasn't
Holly Meisel
just luck.

**** -

"Insomniac"
Green Day
Reprise Records

Already a blockbuster album,
"Insomniac" is paving roads for
them. Lenny Nero (Ralph Fiennes) "Copycat"
is the ultimate hustler of these Sigourney Weaver, Holly
the punk band Green Day.
clips, a self proclaimed "Santa H
ll
C
· kJ
d
Unlike Dookie, this album is a
Claus of the Subconscious." He is
unter, arry onmc r. an
bit
more somber, and the songs are
the dream-maker in times when Dermot Mulroney
a
bit
more longer. However, Green
hope is hard to come by. Soon, Warner Bros.
Day fans shouldn't be disappointed, the album still rocks and
£:ec:elia's Nait•s 0 _
Green Day is still on top of the
The Go!
...
punk rock genre.
So, if you should be walking by
~a~
the music store and are itching to
"Get Shorty"
spend the $20 your parents gave
!I!
Polish changes & Repairs for Regular Customers!
John
Travolta,
Rene
Russo,
you,
pick up "Insomniac" and rock
Evening & Weekend Appointments Welcome!
Gene Hackman, Danny Devito the house down over your parents.
316-0370 • 383-4522
I 06 S. I21h S1ree1, Sui1c #210 • Ens! Side of 1he Courthouse Ups1airs
United Artists
Omar Gonzalez

$25.00 A Set
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GOT A SPEEDING
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Laugh it away
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The Valley's 1st Comedy

Defensive Driving School.

•
..•
•

Professional Instructors
Comfortable Seating and Classroom
Plenty of Breaks
Insurance Discounts
Clases en espanol • Classes In Spanish

MeAllen

Harlingen

(across from McHi Campus)

2213 N. 23rd

1901 W Tyler
(Days Inn Motel)

618-JOKE

1-800-511-JOKE

COMEDY CLASSES!

5
6

~+--+-.......-

C>1993 Tnbune Med,a Services, Inc.

All R,gl!ts Reserved

ANSWERS

7 Drive out

8 Passesthe

II 3 9 3

9 -

ws

10
11
12

13
18
19
24
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summer
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Eastern garment
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Troubles
13
Funny Martha
:i1sn-w SNIHS
11!.!!.
Light ray
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device
Sheer
1!11..!!. II 3 l \I l II 3 S D 1
Understanding
~
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words
26 Plndarlcs
27 Santa 28 Lena or Marilyn
29 Potato state
31 Old garment
32 Represent
DOWN
34 Certain term
History
37 "- above all ..."
Western sch.
36 Klttiwake
Forecast
40 Long-legged
Fasten with
bird
thread
41 Jason's consort
Nonprofessional 44 Figure of
Of a city
speech
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46 Bad
47 Slaw

53 Punta del 54 Lovegod

48 Work the land
49 Melody
51 Gr. goddess

56 Frequently
57 Malden name

word
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Nov 1 - Nov 30 - University Library Lobby
UPB and the Office of Student Activites sponsors "Pass It On": Portraits ofMasterTexas Folk Artists. This photographic exhibit presented
by Texas Fo1klife Resources, honors traditional artists who have kept
\.the rich and diverse cultures of Texas alive.
,)

r Saturday: 2 p.m. Hidalgo County Historical Museum ""'
121 E. McIntyre Edinburg
George Gause, special collections librarian for the University Library, will lecture on the unique Mexican celebration "Dia de los
Muertos."

\...----------------------,)
r Sunday: 2 p.m. Hidalgo County Historical Museum, '

kinko•s

Edinburg
McAllen's Folklorico Pavo Real will perform a special program
for "Dia de los Muertos." For more information call Oliver Franklin
\..at 383-6911 .

the copy center
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••
••
••
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Comedy

1
2
3
4

Phyllis Barrick

(210) 383-J861 FAX (210) 383 4674
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

•
•••

•
•
•
•
•

•

Teacher Aids
School Supplies
Laminating
Printing
Office Supplies

~entjalou
LDesaotnJ

Order football
mums early!

Fre(Aalyf're-Owre:I

HOURS:
Tues• Sat
1oa.m. • 6p.m.

383-8611
320 N . Closner
Edinbur

1

50
Years

SECRETARIAL SERVICES
• Resumes (Full SeNice)
• Cover Letters
• Application/Form Fill-In
• Transcription

• Reports/Term Papers
• Laser Printing
• Typesetting
• Notary and Fax Service

Other Services Available
Confidential • Low Rates • Experience

Online Professional Services, Inc.
Professional Plaza,4305 North Tenth.Suite F
McAllen.Texas 78504 Phone: (210) 630-4858 Fax: (210) 630-5775

Minority Biomedical Research Support Program Job Advertisement

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE PAID TO STUDY?
Check out an·ew course offered by Alphal

The Minority Biomedical Research Support Program is currently accepting applications for
Graduate and Undergraduate, Research A sistants. Student must be enrolled full time.
Salary is $7800/yeai: plus $900 for tuition and fees for graduates, $6200/year for undergraduates. Apply at the MBRS Program Office, Gloria Gilpatrick, LA 358 or call 381-3546.

Students will ultimately contribute to all phase of the project; thi includes literature
revievv·, hypotheses formation, research methodology and de ign, data collection and
interpretation. and instrumentation skill . Should have completed cour es in
biochemistry: working knowledge of preparation and use of chemical olution;
experience in animal handling. especially rats.
Dr. Gunn: I graduate position available.
Graduate research assistant to carry out cytogenetic investigation of various tick cell
lines . The indiYidual must be broadly trained in biology and chemistry and will be
expected to become proficient at sterile ti ue culture, microdissection, karyotypic and
chromosome banding techniques. light microscopy, and data analysi

Sociology: I graduate position avai lable.
Mature graduate student with excellent personal communication kills in Spani h and
English to do fieldwork interviews in the McAllen area. Good statistical background
essential for long term position but not for short term until July.

HOURS

extra cxrtl a-d so.-e Ives.

PREREQUISITE

Provide Pla:sm:J to ean

REQUIREMENTS

Biolog)'.
Dr. Farooqui: 2 undergraduate position available.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

FREE STUDENT
TEXTBOOK
Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures
by Mary Baker Eddy

CALL 686-4241
Christian Science

Reading Room
911 N. Main St.
McAllen, Texas ·

OPEN Mon.-Fri.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Age: 18to69
Welgit: 110 lbs. rm.
Goodhedth
student ID.
No t"t10!Y of Hepdltis

EXPECTED COURSE RESULTS

Exira roooey (~to SlOO ti 2wlcs.)
Good grades & the sallsfacllon
otkro-.mg that yoo we provided
a prod.cl that ~hi help
SCN8alfe.

7days a week· 8:'o.m. •4 p.m.

1) Neoo extra rroney
2) Wli"Qness to p!O't'ede a

;xodd that ottm need

~, ~ j g & that yoo

i: ':mOt get AIDS from
pcovldng plarna

TIME REQUIREMENTS
Approximately two holn.
tv.iceaweek

FIRST DONATION • $20 with student I.D.
Up to $100 in just 2 weeks!

Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study whUe donating.
It's like being paid to study! .
ALPHA PLASMA CENTER • 102 s. 16th st. •McAllen• 682-4159
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Explorer chastised for seeking sex info

I

consider myself a fairly
curious person, and for the
most part my adventures
.• and wandering in the pursuit
· of knowledge and excitement ··
have brought little harm to
myself or the general population.
With the addition of a computer
to my life, I have discovered
endless hours of thoughts, ideas
and images that help feed the
hunger in my head. For the most
part, I have come to the conclusion that exploring cyberspace is
good for my soul and my
transformation as a person ... as a
person who constantly challenges the normal, the average,
the easily explained. But as I
found out last week, I better not
do that at school and on the
university 's computers lest I run
the risk of being branded as a
pervert, a cyber-radical, or
hindrance to educational goals.
What happened to me has
probably occurred to other
students, I was playing aroun~
on a Web site that pertained to
sexual issues and materials; and
with a few clicks, I found myself
viewing a page of erotic artwork
and portraits of semi-nude
women. I admit, it was not
anything that was a sexual thrill
nor explicitly vulgar, but some
people might have found it
offensive. I did not and continued to browse the page.

Before I even had the chance
to continue as a sex explorer, I
was confronted by a very loud,
unhappy lab assistant. She had
Mark Milam
been helping a student next to
me; and after seeing my viewcruising the forbidden zones of
ing material, she took it upon
our computers. But guess what?
herself to announce to the entire I was not!The lab assistant
lab, " Excuse me, sir! You must should quit her job unless she
leave that site immediately! The can learn the policies of the
computer lab, and I have been
computers ~
are for an
~
looking for
educational
her since
purpose
/ " last week to
only!"
inform her of
Now that
the facts.
the lab was
In case
quiet, and
you are coneveryone was
cerned like me,
focused on me
the computer
and the lab
lab has told us
assistant, it
at The Pan
was my tum
American that
0
0
to speak
areregardno
, ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . , there
policies
up for
myself,
ing the use of
and all
materials and
_ _.._0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..._.._ informaI could
say was," Okay."
tion, or the
I felt stupid and out of place, content of such information. It
I really was not sure what type
is open season for your brain
of defense to offer, so I took a
and your floppy disk. The
simple defense and that was
problem becomes- what do
retreat, quietly and with a slight you want? In my past week's
fear, I shut-down the computer
search I found lesbian chatand high tailed my so-called
lines, instructions for pipe
demented self out of there. For
bombs, issues of Playboy
all I knew, I was in the wrong,
magazine and a few secret
and I should not have been
things that I will keep to

A

•

myself-not that any of the
information or advice changed
my life, but as always, it opened
my eyes to something new,
something altogether different,
and believe me when I say that it
is good for all of us to be
different. That is what the spirit
of the Internet is all about; it is
about connecting people in new
forms and fashion to distribute
and contribute to the information
process.
For the school or an employee
to tell me to close my eyes or
my mind is a true shame. If
computers are here to educate,
then let them do so, maybe my
education as a person includes
sex lines, bomb making materials and links to radical and racist
views, but it is still a part of the
learning process. I did not enroll
in a factory that pumps us out
one by one with the same
attitudes and education level.
o! Instead, I enrolled
in a university that
intends to educate me
.••
and, fortunately for my
situation, this is still a university
that is open-minded and willing
to be flexible in today's modem
society. Yet, be aware, for as we
know, everything could change
in a heartbeat... today's passionate supporter can also be
tomorrow's bitter condemner.

M

Jalk shows need tuning
In the past few days talk

}&Dage.rs.
~ wonder how talk shows can
have a bad influence on teenagetS when they are supposed to
~in school. Who said that talk
shows were the root of the
~lem?
With the plethora of talk
ows. the competition is very
~ - The hosts do almost
tpytbing to get the highest

tanng possible. This is where
bther problems surface.
hether it's debasing the
~ts, or initiating fights ... it
doesn't matter. If teens see this
on television, they think.it is
okay for them to act in this
manner also.
What should be done about

MUST DO \S
SEPAR~,E
OURSEL-V£'S ~ROM

Regan Block

THE O"if-\E~S.

For one, they should tone
down their subjects. One can
only get enough of "Meet ~
other woman in your
husband's life." (Yes, this

was an actual topic)
A.s for the problem of being
a bad influence on teens,
restrict them from viewing
the bad shows. You can
always change the channel
Parents- need to talk to your
kids about the things discussed on the show itself. If
you discuss it today, it will
prevent problems in the
future.
1be word is control. Talk
how hosts need to take
control of their shows, and
parents need to take control
of their children.

[

]

SGA cares about you
Just a note to let the students of
UTPA know there is an organization on this campus that does
care about their rights and future.
This organization can be found
on the third floor of the University Center. Its name is Student
Government Association.

J}l,'n /41H1?.1'lea.n
University of Texas • Pan American
1201 W. University, UC 322
Edinburg, TX 78539
Voice: (210) 381-2541 Fax: (210) 316-7122 E-mail: org768ea.panam.edu

.

Whew! It's finally over. No more drooling-forcandy kids dressed in polyester costumes screaming,
"Trick or Treat! Give us something good to eat!"
However, in this holiday-abundant season the next
biggie is just around the corner.
·
That' s right, Thanksgiving is coming! For some
of us that means just going to mom• s house for the
day, and rolling home at night full of succulent
turkey, steaming tamales and menudo, red cranberry sauce, Stove Top, pumpkin bread, and, of
course, dessert. "A piece of apple, pumpkin,
mincemeat AND cherry pie, please."
But for the rest of us, Thanksgiving means a
time to give thanks for the chance to enjoy our
family's company, and a day of relaxation, free
from the cares of life.
Here are a few tips to better enjoy the
Thanksgiving holiday with your family:
l. Go together to pick out the family bird.
2. If you're having a big spread and lots
of company, help the children write out the
menu and make placeholders for each
member of the family.
3. Help out in the kitchen: the sights
and smells bring back memories from
childhood.
4. Share your holiday with omeone
who can't spend it with thier family .
Above all, remember to be thankful
that you have a roof over your head,
food on the table to eat and loved
ones to share the day with.

WHAT WE

hows have come under a lot of
fire. A special "summit" took
P,Jace Monday with various talk
:i;ow hosts and political figures
who were concerned about the
content of talk shows. Political
~ think that the shows are
(;)lent and a bad influence on

Give thanks for family

Students, if you are having a
problem on campus or would just
like to get involved, come see us
and talk. If there is a way we can
help, we will.
On another note, the University
Program Board on the first floor
of the University Center can use a
major infusion of people to help
out with the many activities that

they put on for the students' benefit
throughout the school year.
As president of SGA, I would like
to thank the advisors of our organization for their insight and wisdom
that have been a stabilizing factor in
the day-to-day operations of SGA.
These great people are: Sandra
Rosales, Elvie Davis and Jeanna
Nelson.

Thanks again, ladies.
Night students, if you need help
with a problem, please let me
know. If you can't come by
personally, then call 381-2520,
and leave a message and I will get
back to you as soon as possible.

Joseph Leonard
SGA President

~
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GOBLINS
NIGHT OUT
Carnival of the Great Pumpkin scares up
Halloween fantasy and fun for students
young and old
Omar Gonzalez
Features Editor

It was the carnival that raised the dead, literally. Amid gruesome
game ·booths and deathly disgusting food booth , many ghoul and
goblins enjoyed the ambiance of camaraderie at the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin la t Saturday.
The Carnival of the Great Pumpkin i an annual event sponsored
by the University Program Board and was held at the fieldhouse.
Several student organizations participated in making thi carnival
successful as they established taste tempting food booths and laugh
rioting game booths. A tarot reading booth sponsored by Psi Chi
was one of the more popular booth at the Carnival a well as the
Bloody Com food booth.
"We came up with the Bloody Com booth to keep the Halloween
theme," Nelly Zuniga, residence hall as ociation pre ident, said.
The kernel corn was served in cups, and buyers could dre s the
com however they wanted.
"We had mayonnaise, butter, alt, lemon and r~d chile," Rina
Roberts, women's dorm head residence and RHA adviser, said.
"The com is popular in the dorm, so we decided to ell it."
The booth also won the best booth contest given by UPB. They
garnered the $75 cash prize. Second place winner was the Psi Chi
and they received a cash prize of $50 and third place, $25 cash prize,
went to Juventud Hispana with their booth set up like a re taurant.
The Carnival of the Great Pumpkin al o allowed tudents to show
off their costumes and win prize money. Immediately following the
booth contest, approximately 21 students entered the costume
contest where their peers would judge who was the best one.
The costumes ranged from Dorothy, of the Wizard of Oz, to Death
and even two Starfleet officers from Star Trek. Graduate Student
Jose A. Ramirez and his 22 month-old-son Jose A. Ramirez, Jr., clad
as the caped crusaders, triumphed over the field.
"I always wanted to be Batman," Ramirez said, "And when my
son was born, I knew he would make a perfect Robin."
Ramirez wa the recipient of the $50 cash prize for the best i \
• I
costume.
Other attractions the carnival had to offer were Bouncing Boxing
and Sumo Wrestling Matches, and the Moonwalk which kept
students and children, alike, entertained.

,:
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I LOVE PIE IN MY FACE, REALLY! Humberto Garcia,
biology lab teaching assistant, kept volunteering to
have pies thrown at him at the SCEC Pie Toss booth.
ROCK MY WORLD! Big John and La Fuerza provided
students entertainment at the Carnival of the Great
Pumpkin.
HOLY FIRST
PLACE WINNER,
BATMAN!
Jose A. Ramirez
and his son, Jose
A. Ramirez Jr. won
first place for the
best costume at
the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin.

The Pan American/Liza Longoria

WORK IT GIRL!!! RuPaul wannabe, Harry Sullivan,
strutted his stuff at the Carnival of the Great Pumpkin.
BLOOD WITH YOUR CORN? The Residence Hall Asso•
ciation, first place booth winner, sold Bloody Corn to
students at the carnival, Students could get kernel
corn with any type of dressing, mayonnaise, lemon, red
chile or butter.
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Saturday, Nov. 4 - Women's basketball vs, Monterrey Tech
In Field Houe at Sp.m.
Saturday, Nov. 4 - Men's basketball vs. Monterrey Tec:h
In the Field House at 7:30 p.m.

",is
(
UTPA Sports Information

Elizabeth Ortega charged to a 17-second victory that inspired her UTPA cross
country teammates to win the Sun Belt
Conference championship Saturday, making it the first ever SBC championship win
for any UTPA sport.
Ortega was crying from joy after she
crossed the finish line. Then she joined
the other Lady Broncs in sobbing bitter
tears when they heard that they had lost
the team championship by one point. But
the initial results were wrong, and UTPA
Lady Broncs had won. The men's team
finished second to champion Western
Kentucky in another upset. The UTPA
men had been picked to finish fourth.
Ortega, the only senior on the 14-runner squad, led a parade of six teammates
to spots on the All-Conference team of 20.
She wa~ voted Outstanding Performer of
the meet and Coach Reid Harter was voted
Women's Coach of the Year.
High drama that marked UTPA's firstever Conference tea~ title after more than
four years in the Sun Belt surrounded the
Lady Broncs' victory. Ortega mastered the

hills by running 17:34 for 5,000 meters, had won 44 points to 45. In cross coun- Sergio Lopez finished 6-7-8, all earning
beating out Western Kentucky's favored try, the lowest score wins.
All-Conference, to spark the Broncs to
"It's nice to have a conference champi- second place. The Broncs scored 50 points
Christina Brown, who ran 17:51.
Jes s ica Garcia,
to WKU ' s 30, and they
sixth for the Lady
barely held off third place
South Alabama at 55 .
Broncs, caught and
passed a tiring ArkanMark Gomez placed
sas-Little Rock run12th and Camilo Garcia
ner,
Latasha
17th to complete the UTPA
Richards, in the final
sconng.
Armando Flores was
strides to save a pre20th and Rolando Salinas
cious point. Both
was 30th in the 66-man
were timed in at
18:01.
field.
All seven Lady Broncs
Martha Gonzalez
finished well in the 61grabbed ninth place
woman field. Linda
for All-Conference.
Moncivais was 23rd and
Gracie Salinas just
Marina Flores 33rd.
missed the All-ConThe Pan American/ David Waltz
ference honor by The men and women cross country teams display their
Hernandez, a junior from
Robstown, finished the
earning 12th place.
Sun Belt Conference Championship awards.
Amy Sanchez, who
five miles in 25:52. Nick
finished 16th, saved the team champion- onship, a championship team and a sec- Aliwell ofWKU repeated as SBC chamship by passing a UALR runner in the fi- ond-place team," Harter said. "I'm happy. pion by winning in 24:48.
For Hernandez, it was a personal trinal half mile. The UALR runner was first I told the girls not to cry after they thought
listed as finishing 19th, but actually was they had finished second because second umph. Last year in Ruston, Louisiana, he
is good in this conference."
ran four and a half miles with one shoe
21st.
Michael Hernandez, Peter Carreon and after being spiked, yet still finished 11th
This changed the team results. UTPA

and missed All-Conference by two seconds. Hernandez was asked if his sixth
place finish this year makes up for last
year's disappointment." Yes-definitely,"
he said. "It took patience. I moved up to
the top 1Oa little before the halfway mark,
and let it go on the flat after the downhill.
I think that coach did a good job with us.
We just d id what he said to do."
Ortega, from El Paso, saiQ, "I can't believe it!" after her victory, and then told a
teammate, "My mascara is running." She
thanked the Broncs for yelling at the
women runners on the course to encourage them. The team had dedicated this
year to Adrian Martinez, who was a freshman runner from Crystal City last year.
He was killed in a car accident in May.
"I am going to write Adrian's family and
tell them what the team did here," Harter
said. "He was a hard worker out there every day doing his miles, typical of the type
of persons we have on this team. He exemplified the work ethic. I never cried so
hard in my life as when his family came
to see me after his death. The healing process is slow, but life goes on and we have
to live in the present."

Basketball Preview

Lady Bronc basketball pumps up for,fifth season in Sun Belt
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

The Lady Bronc basketball team will start their
fifth season in the Sun Belt Conference on Saturday as they open the year with the\r first home exhibition scrimmage against MonterrCD' Tech at 5 p.m.
in the Field House.
As Lady Bronc basketball coach Cletus Green
heads into his second season of coaching UTPA
women's basketball, he plans on reviving the program with some depth and plenty of height, which
was something the team was lacking last season.
They finished with a record of 3-24.
To add height to the team, Green and his assistant
coach, Kathy Halligan, recruited junior college players to bring power and strength to the floor. The
tallest player for the Lady Broncs last year was
Michelle Hinton, who stood at 6-3, while the other
team players were under six feet. Towering at 6-3
is Roy la Rideuax, a transfer from Blinn Junior College, who, along with 6-1 Blinn teammate Julie
Shakin, are expected to provide the Lady Broncs

with a good inside game.
Another transfer bringing the Lady Broncs to a
higher level will be Kourtney Marshall from Trinity
Valley Junior College. Trinity Valley was the National
Junior College champion in 1993-94 and national runner-up last season. Marshall played center, and Green
is expecting her to bring a lot of quickness and finesse to the ~earn.
Tammy Wilson, a junior from Western Texas Junior College comes to the team at 5-8. She averaged
nine points and four rebounds per game while at
Western Texas.
"I feel we have made an improvement by adding
those girls because we were so handicapped by size
last year," Green said. "The other teams would just
control the board on us something bad... it was like
playing against giants, and their addition is going to
be very important to our basketball team."
Returning to the team this year are the five top scorers, Bobbie Cole, who scored 11 points per game last
season; Jodie Porter, nine points; Kelly Garrett, 6.6;
Buffy Buffamonte, 6.2; and Hinton, 8.1. Another returning starter is sophomore forward Angela Casas,

who averaged 5.3 rebounds.
The Lady Broncs averaged 52.9 points per game
last season.
Freshmen on. the squad are Felicia Garcia,
Harlingen; Susan·_Young, Houston; Kristy Evans, El
Camino, Calif.; Jenny Gaytan , Edinburg; and
Danielle Chavez, Corpus Christi.
Green is expecting the incoming freshmen to be
major assets to the team in the future. All the girls
come with All-Star commendations from their high
school careers.
Last year the Lady Broncs came short of the ten
players necessary for a realistic scrimmage. This was
a hinderance for the team when they traveled to away
games and even when they practiced, so the recruitment was long in coming.
"After last year, we had to recruit the girls because
we only had five players that were returning. Then
we added a couple of walk-ons," Halligan said.
"There were girls who had never started on a high
school team, but we needed players to practice with
and travel with in case somebody got hurt. Coach
Green did the brunt of the recruiting because he knew

who he wanted to bring in."
Last year the Lady Broncs finished in a surprising
sixth place. They had been expected to come in last
place, eighth, in the Sun Belt Conference. Since joining the conference in 1991, the Lady Broncs have
won a total of 23 games and lost 86. In conference
record they have obtained eight wins and 50 losses.
The worst season the Lady Broncs had was the 199394 season, in which they finished last out of eight
teams with a SBC record of 1-13.
With this new season and new and improved team,
Green hopes to change the attitudes of the people
who feel the team may never get out of this losing
streak, but this season the team seems to have regrouped and is ready to play some good basketball.
"We are going to try and prove that UTPA can play
good women's basketball," Green said.

Lady Bronc Basketball
Schedule for 1995-96
Nov. 4 Monterrey Tech
Edinburg, 5 p.m.
Nov. 11 Fort Hodd
Edinburg, 5 p.m.
Nov. 25 Texas Southern U.
Edinburg, 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 27 Texas A&M-Kingsville Edinburg, 7p.m.
Nov. 29 Baylor University
Waco, 7p.m.
Dec. 1 Dial Soap Classic
Nacadoches
(Dec. 2 --UTPA vs Stephen F. Austin at 8 p.m.)
Dec. 5 Prairie View A&M
Edinburg, 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 9 UT-San Antonio San Antonio, 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 17 U. of Oklahoma
Norman, OK, 2 p.m.
Dec. 20 UT-El Paso
Edinburg, 5 p.m.
Jan. 2 Wayne State
Edinburg, 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 4 *Art<ansas State
Jonesboro, 4:30 p.m.
Jan. 8 UT-El Paso
El Paso, 5 p.m.
Jan. 13 *South Alabama
Edinburg, 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 15 *Louisiana Tech
Edinburg, 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 20 *Arkansas State
Edinburg, 5 p.m.
Jan. 27 *Lamar
Edinburg, 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 29 Prairie View A&M
Prairie View
Feb. 3 *SW Louisiana
Lafayette, 7 p.m.
Feb. 5 *W. Kentucky
Bowling Green, 5 p.m.
Feb. 10 *Lamar
Beaumont, 4:30 p.m.
Feb. 12 *S. Alabama
Mobile, Ala., 5:30 p.m.
Feb. 17 *New Orleans
Edinburg, Sp.m.
Feb. 22 *SW Louisiana
Ed"1nburg, 5 p.m.
Feb. 24 *Louisiana Tech
Ruston, La., 2 p.m.
Feb. 26 *W. Kentucky
Edinburg, 7:30 p.m.
Mar. 2 *New Orleans
New Orleans, 7 p.m.
Mar. 7-9 SBC Tournament
Jonesboro, Art<.
•----Sun Belt Conference Games

The Pan American/ Eddie Garza

Lady Bronc Michelle Hinton lifts weights at the HPE II complex to prepare for the 1995,96 season.

The Pan American/ David Waltz

1995-96 Lady Bronc Basketball Team

